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Tano et. al. University of Electro-Communications, Tokyo, Japan Microsoft Research
SenseCam
Steve Mann. Wearable computing: a first step
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SenseCam Images of a day (about 3,000)
Using sensors – very quick & accurate
EVENT SEGMENTATION
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Best: Compare Event Averages














SenseCam Images of a day (about 3,000)
Better: Compare Event Averages
?
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Similar Events - Aiden waiting for bus
Similar Events - Aiden at the office corridor





SenseCam picture at a pier in Santa Barbara
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Search  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  Search
Features  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  Features
Stories --------------------------|      BBC rushes -------------------------- Summaries ------  Summaries
                                                        Camera motion                                                              Surveillance events
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The ‘old’ web ! Challenges: scale,
polysemy, NLP
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The semantic web Initially … one SW to
bind them all … now …
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The semantic web











 (source, media, sentiment)








- fusion and aggregation
- event detection, not always
deterministic and rule-based
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